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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
It has certainly been a bizarre season, with relentless coronavirus
lockdowns and travel restrictions meaning that access to venues has been
limited. The pandemic has had a significant effect on our membership, with
people desperate to get out into the fresh air and more anglers hitting the
banks than for many years. Membership exploded last year reaching 690
members by the end of the season; a figure the Society hasn’t seen for a
long time.
I have taken the decision to stand down as Membership Secretary at the
end of June, by which time we should have a bespoke online membership
system provided by Clubmate, which is being used by an increasing number
of angling clubs. For those that don’t have computer access we will find
ways to work around this.
And now that hoary old chestnut that is Ellis Water. One piece of good news
I can report is that the Civil Service Sports Council purchased the Lagoon,
which our members are able to fish once more. With regards to the Ellis
Water lease, we are meant to be signing with the Sports Council, (the
negotiations on which have been dragging on for eight years!), the end may
finally be in sight. However, the Sailing Club and the Society are still in
negotiations with CSSC about the boundary fencing.
We have signed an extended licence for Riseley Mill on the River Whitewater
and Stanford End on the famous River Loddon. From the pictures winging
their way to our email accounts and those posted on social media, both
fisheries have produced some superb specimens, and as an added bonus
we can fly fish them for trout.
Finally, I’d like to extend many thanks to our committee for their tireless
work behind the scenes, and to our superb team of fishery managers and
volunteers for their commitment to the maintenance of the fisheries during
this particularly difficult time. I would especially like to mention Steve Birt,
one of our Windsor bailiffs, who together with Fishery Manage Fraser
MacAdam did a tremendous amount of work on the site. Steve’s work was
recognised by the General Purposes Committee and he was awarded the
Neale Trophy.
All the best for the coming season.
Grant Milliam – Chairman
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Report of the General Purposes Committee
1st APRIL 2020 – 31st MARCH 2021
On behalf of the General Purposes Committee, we present the Annual
Report to the Society. Overall, it has been a good season despite
lockdown restrictions. While it has not been possible to have a face-toface AGM or GPC meetings, we have kept in touch by email and
telephone, our waters were well-managed by Ian Campbell and his
colleagues, temporary membership tickets were issued by Steve Haden,
bills were paid in good time by George Martin, who ensured that our
financial reserves are sufficient to meet predicted outgoings, and the very
few disciplinary problems that we had were addressed promptly.
Thanks to the sterling efforts of Grant Milliam, membership numbers were
up on previous seasons - possibly a positive effect of the lockdown. Sadly,
Grant will be stepping down from this arduous work later in the year and
we will be seeking a replacement.
Through Zoom meetings, we have been able to work well with the new
management team of CSSC Sports & Leisure Ltd, our parent body, and
with the sailing club with which we share Littleton Lake. Negotiations on
the angling lease on the lake are now in their final stages and we hope to
obtain a long-term lease on the Lagoon following its recent purchase at
auction by CSSC.
While it was not possible to hold our traditional Christmastide Fur n’
Feather Match, hopefully our new Competitions Secretary Richard Cowling
will be able to arrange it in December of this year, if Covid-19 is brought
to heel. Fishery reports and statement of accounts will be found in this
Newsletter. Again, it will not be possible to hold an Annual General
Meeting because of HM Government’s Covid pandemic emergency
restrictions and proposals are made in this Newsletter for the
management of the Society for the time being. Comments on these
should be made to the Hon. Newsletter Editor.
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COMPETITIONS
The Society’s match and water booking programme for the 2021/22
season is listed below. For club matches, non-competing members may
not choose swims prior to the match starting. When the venue is booked
for a CSSC match, or by another club (*), or for an inter-club match the
venue, or where indicated part venue, is closed to non-competitors for the
day. Hambridge is divided into 3 sections – Fidler’s is not used for
matches. Section A both banks from Hambridge to Tumble Bay. Section B
both banks from Tumble Bay to the Bull’s Lock car park. Section C from
the railway bridge to the “Stakes”.

Match type

Venue

Draw
Time

24 April

Club match

East Whipley

10:30

29 May

Club match

Crabtree Lake

10:30

12/13 June

Carp match #

Ellis

14:00

10/11 July

Tony Paul Night
Match *

Windsor

17:30

24 July

Club match

East Whipley

10:30

7/8 August

Club match

Windsor

17:30

21 August

Club match

Crabtree Lake

10:30

28 August

Carp Pairs match

Ellis

14:00

11 September

Club match

18 September

Club match

5 December

Date

Woolhampton
Canal
Hambridge Section B

10:00
10:00

Fur & Feather

Windsor

08:00

26 February
2022

Club match

Woolhampton
Canal

08:00

12 March 2022

Club match

Windsor

08:00

Fishing
times
11:30 to
17:30
11:30 to
17:30
17:00 to
06:30
18:30 to
06:30
11:30 to
17:30
18:30 to
06:30
11:30 to
17:30
17:00 to
06:30
11:00 to
17:00
11:00 to
17:00
09:00 to
15:00
09:00 to
15:00
09:00 to
15:00

P/R/*
P
P
P
R
P
R
P
P
R
R
R
R
R

# There will be a BBQ before the start of this match.
* There will be a BBQ before the start of this match and a collection will be taken
in aid of the Woking Hospice. There may also be a tackle auction.
P = Pegged down match - R = Roving match - * = Visiting club match
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Full details of each match will be posted six weeks in advance on our
forum and the CSAS Facebook page.
Below are just some of our competition rules, all of which can be seen on
our website:
1. Only one rod and one hook may be used at any time. Other rods may
be made up on the bank un-baited.
2. The water surface may be broken before the start of a match for all
purposes except the introduction of any form of bait.
3. In all matches competitors must not commence fishing before the
time announced on the day.
4. Competitors must not allow their terminal tackle to travel beyond the
pegs of adjacent anglers.
5. Ellis only: Two Rods are allowed for Competitions only.
INCORRECT DATES PRINTED IN MEMBERSHIP CARD
This match was not printed in our membership card. Tony Paul
Memorial night match 10/07/21. Meet 17:00 start fishing After
BBQ, FINISH 06:30 RIVER THAMES WINDSOR.
For match bookings please contact Competitions Secretary, Richard
Cowling:
Email: r.cowling911@virginmedia.com
Mobile: 07479213454

GENERAL NEWS
Your Society Needs You!
Fancy getting involved in the running of an angling club? Now is your
chance!
After many years of faithful service, Grant Milliam will soon be stepping
down from the Membership Secretary role and consequently we are
currently seeking a replacement. Anyone interested in finding out more
information about the role should contact Grant on 07768 686643.
Neale Trophy
This trophy – awarded to the member who contributed most to the Society
during the season - is this year awarded to Steve Birt, one of the Windsor
bailiffs.
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During the 2020 close season, when due to the lockdown only Fraser
Macadam and Steve were allowed onto the fishery, they both worked their
socks off maintaining the fishery, in particular strimming grass that is
usually mowed and performing tasks normally done by a team of members
during working parties. The trophy was awarded to Fraser last year, so this
year goes to Steve. Well done and many thanks!
Access to Windsor Racecourse
Access to the River Thames at Windsor Racecourse for the foreseeable
future is through the side gate - not the main entrance. As the racecourse
is being used for covid vaccinations, there may be delays on occasion.
Please be patient!
The main change, however, is that the Racecourse is introducing an
Automatic Number Plate Recognition system. This means that if your
vehicle registration number is not on the system, you will not be able to
get in. To get on the system, please email Fraser Macadam at
csaswindsor@outlook.com with your name, membership number and
vehicle registration number. If you have no email facilities, text the same
information to 07838250760.
This also applies to guest ticket holders who do not travel in the member’s
car. If you take out a guest ticket, please go through the same process for
your guest, but give at least three days’ notice.
To repeat: IF YOUR VEHICLE REGISTRATION NUMBER IS NOT ON
THE SYSTEM YOU WILL NOT GET IN.
The Racecourse is also considering introducing a keypad-controlled barrier,
but at the time of going to press we have no details. If this comes to pass,
details will be posted on the Forum, Facebook and the website.
Godalming Angling Society – Exchange Permits
Members are reminded that these must be returned to the Apollo Angling
Centre at Marsh Farm if it is open. If the Apollo Angling Centre is closed,
exchange permits must be returned to Lee Noakes, Godalming Angling
Society's Head Bailiff, whose address is stated on the permit.

Thames Valley Angling Association
The TVAA, to which the Society is affiliated, and which has several excellent
fisheries, now has a new website http://www.thamesvalleyaa.co.uk.
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Members’ Queries
If a member has a question about any of our fisheries, it is usually best to
contact the relevant Fishery Manager, all of whose details are on your
membership card. Similarly, with questions about the fisheries in general,
contact the Fisheries Officer; regarding membership, the Membership
Secretary; and for Temporary Membership Tickets, the TMT Secretary.
Just putting the question on the Forum or Facebook may not get an answer,
as these are not constantly monitored by the people concerned.
Defecation
Ian Campbell, your Hon. Fisheries Officer, writes:
“It grieves me to have to write this, but there are members, mainly at Little
Sheepwalk and the Lagoon, who defecate and leave the results lying about,
relying on the bailiffs to clear up their filth. This is disgusting in itself, but,
as the public have access, I can’t think of anything more likely to bring the
Society into disrepute. Consider: it would only take one member of the
public to start a petition to Surrey CC (and who could blame him/her?) and
we could well lose the fishery.
If the culprits are caught, their cards will be seized, an immediate month’s
ban will result and, rest assured, they will face further disciplinary action,
which may well result in expulsion.”
Parking at Newbury Trout Lake for Fidler’s (Hambridge)
The course of this path has been changed. Now, please park in the first car
park as before, but then walk through the next car park (Meadow Lake) and
take an obvious made up path following the lake shore to the left. Take the
first left turn, go over a bridge and follow the path to the right until you
meet a right turn from where our gate can be seen.
The Trout lake combination has been changed - the new one is available
from Ian Campbell.
Use of three/four rods at Ellis/Sheepwalk
To clarify matters, the position now is that you can use three/four rods on
Ellis or Big Sheepwalk only if you have paid the extra fee, with the sole
exception of retired members using three rods.
Two rods only can be used on Little Sheepwalk.
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FISHERY REPORTS
Crabtree Lake
Few reports have been received from the Society’s small Crabtree Lake this
season, but Fishery Manager Arturas took his children for a day’s angling
and enjoyed some great sport with two carp to 9lb taken on a method
feeder wrapped in softened fishmeal pellets, with corn as a hookbait.
The owners, Elmbridge Model Club, became concerned about the amount
of surface weed and introduced blue dye in an attempt to control it. We put
them in touch with Littleton Sailing Club so that they could draw on their
experience.

Crabtree Lake Fishery Manager, Arturas, had a great day with his kids
catching quality carp at this tranquil and under-fished venue.
East Whipley Lake
Like many other rural fisheries, East Whipley Lake has been less frequently
fished during recent months because of the coronavirus lockdown travel
rules restricting anglers to fishing on a local-only basis.
However, with improving prospects for the coming spring and summer the
fishery has been given a general tidy up. Swim platforms have had some
life-expired decking replaced and where necessary, renewed anti-slip
netting. Some older woodwork remains, but we expect the platforms will
be fit for the rest of this season at least.
The carp, roach and rudd have become more active too, ready for the
summer!
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A fine and stable platform from which to target the lake’s resident carp:
one of the revamped pegs at East Whipley.
Ellis Water
In the run up to Christmas, Ellis fished quite slowly and the amount of
anglers dried up but for those who persevered some notable catches were
achieved, culminating in a big common which is believed to be one of the
2013 stock fish. This was a fantastic result for the captor and has added to
the air of excitement surrounding the stock of our ‘southern pit'.
The pike fishing has been reported as slow on Ellis, with fish to upper
doubles reported but none larger that bailiff’s have been made aware of. At
the time of writing the weather remains cold and few tench and bream have
been reported. However, some large mirrors and commons have been
caught from the shallower areas of the lake, where you would expect them
to turn up early in the season expect to catch in the early season.

Two lovely mid-twenty mirrors that kick-started Keith Fender's spring
campaign on Ellis Water.
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(Top) Chris Hull with a solidly build common caught in November that
pulled the scales round to 38lb.
(Bottom) Danny March with his first ever carp from Ellis - a superb
common weighing just a few ounces under 40lb.
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The track which runs along the Road Bank at Ellis Water was in a poor state
of repair and was almost impassable for all but off-road vehicles.
Consequently, for this reason the decision was taken by The Society to
improve things and over 100 tons of hardcore was laid down and flattened
with heavy machinery to fill in ruts. This involved the sacrifice of many manhours from the bailiff team, to which we are incredibly grateful, and we are
pleased to report that the track, access and parking on the Road Bank are
now greatly enhanced.
Added to this, substantial work has been carried out on The Sandbags Swim
on the council bank to improve the safety and comfort for anglers, in
addition to the considerable reconstruction of two swims along the
causeway. All work was carried out with donations or recycled materials
procured by members whilst working on a voluntary basis.
Following its purchase just before Christmas by CSSC Sports & Leisure, we
have regained control of the Lagoon and The Society has been able to create
some more swims by some judicious tree removal, which we were not
allowed to do by the previous landlord. Improvements have already been
made with the removal of several large snags from the ‘arm' of The Lagoon.
Hopefully the removal of some of these snags will create additional swims
for use by members as The Lagoon has been a good holding area for most
species in the past.
There were problems during last summer with antisocial behaviour by local
teenagers, especially in The Point area. A meeting was held with Spelthorne
Council at their instigation, and it is hoped that measures will be taken
should these problems reoccur. There was a nasty incident at Ellis where
one of the residents of Bravington Close removed pales from our fence to
enable his tree surgeon to enter and fell several fully mature trees, with the
purpose of improving his view over the lake. Logs and branches were left
on the bank and obstructed the path. This was reported to Surrey Police as
criminal damage, but it was not possible to establish exactly which resident
was the culprit, so no further action was possible. Recently, there was a
similar incident of fence damage, where the culprit was identified and
informed of his legal position.
The Society and bailiff team are grateful to all members for their help and
understanding while the work is carried out.
Hambridge – River Kennet
Catch reports have been rather thin on the ground from this beautiful
stretch of the Kennet, but there are stories of barbel up to fifteen pounds,
including some from the canal, in addition to smaller barbel between a few
ounces and 5lb, which is a great sign for the future of this classic river
fishery.
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Anglers who float fished reported good catches of dace, trout, chub,
grayling and some roach. The spawning gravels immediately downstream
of Ham Bridge were cleansed in the autumn, and it is hoped to do more in
this coming autumn.
A Roach Conservation Project has recently kicked off on with the installation
of spawning boards last month. This has been inspired by the success of
the superb Avon Roach Project, which has been instrumental in assisting
the reestablishment of roach populations in the Hampshire Avon. In late
April, eight spawning boards covered in netting onto which roach will
deposit their eggs were installed at a variety of different microhabitat types
along the stretch. We have no facilities for bringing on fry, but the boards
are thought to be largely crayfish proof and any resulting boards with eggs
will be moved to more fry-friendly areas. It is hoped that this project will
improve roach populations in the Kennet over the years to come.
Newbury AA, the owners of the middle meadow, have installed an otter
proof fence around Pallet’s Pool, which means that the path is now rather
closer to the riverbank. The Fisherman’s Car Park, below the Railway
Bridge, has been improved and enlarged, and is now behind a locked gate,
with a height restrictor, both with a Society padlock. The parking
arrangement for Fidler’s, with the owner of Newbury Trout Lake, continues
and details can be found elsewhere in this Newsletter.

(Left) Roach spawning boards are suspended at the surface and include
netting onto which roach will deposit their eggs. (Right) One of the eight
spawning boards being placed in-situ on The Society's stretch of the
River Kennet at Hambridge.
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Riseley Mill - River Whitewater
The following report has been gratefully received from Fishery Manager,
Duncan Charman, and represent his words:
“With the restrictions on travelling very few anglers have been visiting this
stretch but the good news is that both myself and Alan Muller (Stanford End
River Keeper) have made regular visits to keep an eye on the fishery and
on occasions cast a line. No poachers and every visit, when we have fished,
numerous trout and chub have graced our net.
The trout are numerous, many around the 2lb mark, obviously stocked fish
from upstream that have made their way downstream, which is great news
for the fly angler as we are now allowed to cast a fly during the traditional
close season. Make sure that you have bought the correct E.A rod licence
to do this and that casting a fly isn’t going to be that easy as although we
have trimmed and made many of the swims easier to fish, we have also
tried to leave this as natural as possible.

Riseley Mill Fishery Manager, Duncan Charman, with a cracking sunlit
stripey caught from the River Whitewater at Riseley Mill.
The Whitewater has always been a great chub venue and although no
records are going to be beaten fish to over 4lb do exist and if you do hook
a fish that you think is a barbel, yes the odd one has been caught in the
past, it may well be a trout that has grown on through neglect! Roach and
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dace have shown as have perch but not in great numbers which is a shame
as upstream around the farm shop (private fishing) in the past dace have
been abundant so you never know they may well show up in numbers one
day. I know for a fact that a perch weighing 3lb 14oz was caught a few
years back, downstream before the river enters the Blackwater but expect
small pike as well when targeting these.
The great thing I found is that there are very few nuisance fish (minnows)
so when you get the slightest twitch of the quiver tip it’s probably a decent
fish, in most cases a trout. Something else to remember, if you decide to
give this charming stretch a go when the river season re-opens, is that you
need to stay mobile and check every swim out as some will contain very
few fish and other will contain plenty. I would also say that the swims that
look like ‘bankers’ aren’t always the best here, so don’t be fooled!
Maggot feeder has been the best approach but roving around with bread
flake will sort out the bigger chub.
If you do try casting a fly then please keep me informed on your catches as
I will be interested in knowing how you get on – duncancharman@me.com
Tight lines stay safe and catch up soon,
Duncan.”
Sheepwalk Big Lake – ‘The Clear Pit’
In the period of time leading up to Christmas, several large mirrors were
caught from Sheepwalk Big Pit, which were mostly fish from the 2016
stocking apart with the exception of one ‘mystery’ fish, of whose origin no
one can be sure.
Sheepwalk Big Pit is very under-rated as a tench water and is widely ignored
but it is known to contain a good head of fish, some of which are
undoubtedly well into double-figures. This lake still holds the British tench
record with an enormous fish caught at over 15lb 3oz by Darren ‘Tetley’
Ward in 2001.
All three lakes on the incredible Ellis & Sheepwalk complex are crammed
with natural food and consequently our fish are under no obligation to eat
your bait. However, with perseverance you should be rewarded and feel a
true sense of success.
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Danny Duchcek with the 'mystery' 28lb half-linear caught from Big
Sheepwalk last autumn.

Sheepwalk Little Pit
Last autumn and early winter saw some exciting captures of carp from this
deep, snaggy and notoriously tricky venue, with some truly awesome
looking fish and some larger specimens that are now breaking the 30lb
barrier. During the winter this lake received much attention from pike
anglers and it is widely believed to hold some good specimens.
Unfortunately, one of our long-established members had the misfortune of
landing a good double figured pike that had its throat stitched up by another
angler’s treble hooks. Please make sure if you are pike fishing to have
unhooking mats, long nosed wire cutters and forceps, and please ensure to
use strong mainline (at least 15lb monofilament or 40lb braid) to avoid sad
occurrences like this from happening in the future.
Since the easing of lockdown travel restrictions and the resumption of night
fishing the lake has been busy with mostly carp anglers, but action has been
hard to come by. Sheepwalk Little Pit has a large stock of tench and carp
but it is possibly one of the hardest lakes as the fish have grown wary from
constant exposure to anglers’ rigs. To achieve success here requires
watercraft and devotion.
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A chunky 21lb cold-water winter 'croc' taken by Michael Barnshaw from
Sheepwalk.
Standford End - River Loddon
A new fishery for the Society for the 2020/2021 season, Standford End
represents a substantial stretch of prime River Loddon. The success of this
fishery over the last season has encouraged The Society to extend our lease
for a further three years.
Reports from Fishery Manager Alan Muller suggest that sport slowed down
considerably in the colder water temperatures. However, timing can be
critical in the winter months, and if members can capitalise on those small
windows of opportunity following milder weather and warmer rain and find
the river carrying a tinge of colour, the fishing can be prove even more
fruitful than the warmer months.
Barbel up to 8lb have been regularly coming out, some good chub to well
over 6lb & perch to high 2s. Most of the fish falling in low, clear conditions
have been caught at dusk and into darkness. This is particularly so during
bright conditions, but overcast weather offers the promise of bites during
the daylight hours.
A mobile approach tends to be more effective during the day, while sitting
static can pay dividends after dark. Try bread, lobworms, pellets or the
classic cheesepaste to tempt the chub, while pellets or meat in coloured
water is often favoured by the resident barbel population. Quality perch can
also be tempted on lobworms or small livebaits.
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Members are permitted to fly fish for trout between 1st April – 15th June.
Members are encouraged to check their renewal documents for work party
dates.

Fishery Manager, Alan Muller, with two cracking specimens caught from
the River Loddon at Standford End - (left) a 2lb 12oz perch and (right) a
5lb+ chub. Great work, Alan!

Kintbury
Consisting of approximately half a mile of the Kennet & Avon canal either
side of Kintbury Lock, the top end of the fishery is fairly wide and a carrier
from the River Kennet provides some flow in this section. This is a typical
canal fishery with small fish dominating although there are some good roach
and very large perch. As the canal is fed by a carrier at the top end of the
venue there is always the chance of a surprise river fish turning up in your
catch.
Regretfully, the problems with moored boats at Kintbury continue, and
there are few catch reports because this venue is a long way away from
where most of our members live. However, there were very heavy weights
caught in a local match on the stretch before Christmas.
NO FISHING DAYS AT KINTBURY:
• KHAS Sunday 17th October 2021
• KHAS Sunday 7th November 2021
Midgham
The Society’s stretch of the Kennet & Avon Canal at Midgham is full of small
roach and big bream are present but these are challenging to locate and
catch. Big perch and carp plus some chub supplement the other species.
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Windsor Racecourse – River Thames
This normally busy stretch of the Thames was very quiet in recent months
due to the coronavirus lockdown and various travel bans. It has been a
difficult year administratively because of lockdown, especially during the
close season when only Fraser Macadam and Steve Birt were allowed in.
This meant that an enormous amount of work fell on their shoulders, for
which we owe them our thanks.
Those that did fish had experienced mixed results with a few barbel being
caught. This stretch is known for its good population of very large bream,
with some enormous river slabs to 12lb being banked last season. Quite a
few small chub where caught on the millstream to 2lb, which is hopefully
a good sign for the future.
Members are politely reminded that there is no access to the fishery
during the close season, with the exception of planned work parties.
The Racecourse is bringing in an automatic number plate recognition
system and details can be found elsewhere in this Newsletter.

No Fishing Days – 2021 Season
‘No Fishing’ days for Windsor, Woolhampton, Kintbury and Crabtree Lake
can be found below:
Windsor Racecourse

Woolhampton

Crabtree Lake

Mon 21 Jun

Sun 10 Oct

Sun 09 May

Sat 26 Jun

Sun 07 Nov

Sun 30 May

Sun 27 Jun

Sun 21 Nov

Sun 13 Jun

Mon 28 Jun

Sun 12 Dec

Sun 11 Jul
Sun 25 Jul after 12
noon
Sun 15 Aug after
12 noon

Mon 05 Jul

Sun 19 Dec

Mon 12 Jul

Sun 16 Jan

Mon 19 Jul

Sun 06 Mar

Sun 12 Sep

Mon 26 Jul

Kintbury

Sat 07 Nov

Mon 02 Aug

Sun 17 Oct

Sun 08 Aug

Sun 7 Nov

Mon 16 Aug

Thu 25 Nov

Thu 19 Aug

Sun 23 Jan

Sat 28 Aug

Sun 27 Feb
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PROPOSALS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CIVIL SERVICE
ANGLING SOCIETY DURING THE CURRENT CORONAVIRUS
PANDEMIC EMERGENCY UNTIL IT IS POSSIBLE TO HOLD AN
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SOCIETY’S
RULES & REGULATIONS
1. President
The GPC recommends that Mr. Ian Mathers continues as President for the
time being.
2. Election of Vice-Presidents
The GPC recommends that Mr. Norman Day continues as Vice-President for
the time being.
3. Election of Officers
The GPC recommends that Mr. Grant Milliam continues as Chairman for the
time being. The following are willing continue in office for the time being:
Dr. David Kennedy
Mr. George Martin
Mr. Grant Milliam
Mr. Steve Haden
Mr. Ian Campbell
Mr. Neil Depledge
Mr. James Champkin
Mr. Richard Cowling
Mr. Ray Higginbottom
Dr. Les Mallinson
Mr. David Weeks
Mr. Tony Thomas
Mr. Arturas Gulbinas

Hon. Secretary
Hon. Treasurer
Hon. Membership Secretary
Hon. Temporary Membership Secretary
Hon. Fisheries Officer
Hon. Publicity Secretary
Hon. Newsletter Editor
Hon. Competitions Secretary
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member

4. Statement of accounts
To be provided by Hon. Treasurer.
5. Honoraria proposals
To be provided by Hon. Treasurer.
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2020 Accounts
As far as our finances are concerned, 2020 was a good year due to the
sharp increase in membership. The table below shows the accounts for the
year with explanations for significant variances. The accounts have yet to
be audited and we are currently exploring how this will be accomplished.

2019
PAYMENTS
£
Rent & fishery maintenance 27,480.90

2020
£
29,007.12

Membership expenses

2,721.34

2,212.48

Honoraria

1,950.00

1,650.00

Affiliation fees

5,065.00

5,678.50

Newsletters
Trophies & engraving

1,607.56
63.48

1,938.50
66.48

Donations & Miscellaneous

0.00

Paypal

1,211.21

Capital Expenditure

2,431.45

TOTAL PAYMENTS

Reasons for significant variances
between years
2019 included a contribution towards
the cost of the Ellis defibrillator
Additional Fishers Green and Rother
tickets

Tony Paul night match memorial
donation
More members renewing through
1,574.54
PayPal
Replacements for stolen tools - new
5,145.94
Billy Goat and strimmers
137.00

42,530.94

47,410.56

53,731.19

66,194.60

RECEIPTS
Subscriptions
Non-attendance at working
parties
Temporary memberships
Fishery keys and boat
berthing
Other affiliations
Interest
Rental income
Capital receipts
Donations and
miscellaneous
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Change in cash at year-end
Adjust for 2020 rents not
yet invoiced
Adjusted gain (+) or loss
(-) for 2020

2,640.00
165.00

Sharp increase in new members post
lockdown
Some members requested refund of
960.00
2020 subscriptions
320.00

1,090.00

1,590.00

452.00
1,030.55
410.00
1,400.00

508.00
758.20 Reduced interest rates
0.00 No fishery rental income in 2020
2,000.00 Insurance receipt for stolen tools

205.31

366.00

60,224.05

72,696.80
25,286.24
-14,530.00
10,756.24
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Honoraria
The Society is proposing to pay the following to its Officers, all the which
undertake significant amounts of work on behalf of the membership and
the amounts paid are a small token of the memberships’ gratitude for
their work.

Hon. Secretary
Hon. Treasurer
Hon. Membership Secretary
Hon Fisheries Officer
Hon. Temporary Membership
Secretary
Hon Competitions Secretary
Hon Newsletters Editor

£450
£300
£450
£300
£150
£150
£150

Members Forum and Facebook Page
If you haven’t done so already, please ‘like’ the CSAS Facebook page to
keep up to date with all our latest news and events.
Please also get involved in conversations on our members’ forum! Just go
to the CSAS website and click on the ‘Members Only’ tab. Your username is
member123 and your password is jumbo747.

Comments and Questions about this Newsletter
Please address these to Newsletter Editor James Champkin via email to
jdchampkin@gmail.com, or in the post to 43 Manor Close, Stoke Hammond,
Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK17 9DJ.
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